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ABSTRACT
Confidential cloud computing enables cloud tenants to dis-
trust their service provider. Achieving confidential comput-
ing solutions that provide concrete security guarantees re-
quires not only strong mechanisms, but also carefully de-
signed software interfaces. In this paper, we make the obser-
vation that confidential I/O interfaces, caught in the tug-of-
war between performance and security, fail to address both
at a time when confronted to interface vulnerabilities and
observability by the untrusted host. We discuss the problem
of safe I/O interfaces in confidential computing, its implica-
tions and challenges, and devise research paths to achieve
confidential I/O interfaces that are both safe and fast.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→Trusted computing; • Software
and its engineering→ Operating systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Confidential cloud computing [50] enables tenants to distrust
their service provider. By encrypting data and manipulating
it within a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), confiden-
tial computing technologies can guarantee that even strong
attackers (e.g., insider threats) controlling the hypervisor/-
cloud infrastructure remain unable to access tenant data. As a
solution to the problem of data privacy [46] in public clouds,
there is a very strong demand for confidential computing
across the industry and regulatory bodies [18].
Achieving confidential computing solutions that provide

concrete security guarantees requires 1) robust isolation,
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encryption and attestation mechanisms for enforcing the
integrity and confidentiality of data throughout its lifetime
and 2) carefully designed software interfaces between trusted
and untrusted components. Both are critical: there is no
confidentiality without strong mechanisms [38, 45, 66], but
by themselves they are insufficient to protect a TEE in the
presence of unsafe software interfaces [13, 33, 34, 61].

There are two dominant confidential computing paradigms:
enclaves [16], that offer abstractions to run parts of an appli-
cation inside the TEE; and confidential VMs [4, 32], that turn
the popular VM abstraction confidential. These paradigms
guarantee data confidentiality and integrity during compute.
There are independent solutions covering similar guaran-
tees for data at rest [56, 57] and in transit [6, 22, 47]. Yet,
the transitions between those states, happening through I/O
interfaces, remain challenging and potential attack vectors.

We make the following key observation: unlike TEE mech-
anisms, the topic of confidential I/O interface safety has been
underexplored and even explicitly ignored in prior works,
e.g., rkt-io [55] and ShieldBox [58] use unhardened (or par-
tially hardened) DPDK drivers for network communication.
This is concerning: as we show in this paper, the design
of safe and efficient I/O interfaces is particularly difficult
and error-prone. Unfortunately, previous works aimed at
TEE [61] and compartment [26, 30, 34, 41] interfaces is help-
ful in characterizing the problem but too broad or generic to
provide solutions for efficient and safe I/O interfaces. This
highlights a need for research in that domain.
This problem is particularly challenging because the de-

sign space is vast. Independently of the underlying mech-
anism (enclaves/confidential VMs), there are two main dif-
ferences compared to prior work on interface safety [26, 30,
34, 61]. First, at the host end of the TEE there can be an
application-specific interface providing I/O services, as im-
plemented by different confidential computing frameworks [5,
9, 12, 21, 49, 52, 59]; a paravirtualized device; or a directly
attached hardware device. Second, I/O depends on deep pro-
tocol stacks that allow for different separation of concerns
between trusted/untrusted components, leading to different
confidentiality guarantees, performance, and porting effort.
The status quo of confidential I/O interface design is not

ideal. Intra-enclave library OSes/TEE frameworks [5, 12, 49,
52] limit the complexity of the interface with the untrusted
host by internally managing as many system features as
possible, but suffer from an increased TEE TCB size [3]. Fur-
ther, I/O still needs to go through the host which leads to
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non-negligible performance losses [12, 52]. To address that
issue, other systems offer direct hardware access to the en-
clave [7, 55, 58]. Not only does this solution not scale to
large numbers of TEEs, it is also problematic in terms of
security [29]: as we highlight in this paper, driver interfaces
have neither been designed nor implemented for mutual
distrust, and retrofitting distrust into them is hard. The is-
sue is similar for confidential VMs, where traditional device
drivers [20] lack the hardening necessary for confidential
workloads [29]. In the case of confidential VMs, the problem
is even more significant as they are widely publicized as
lift-and-shift solutions reusing traditional driver stacks [20].

Coming upwith a satisfying solution is hard because of the
fundamental tug-of-war between security and performance:
security benefits from simpler interfaces, copies, and checks,
whereas performance benefits from lower-level, highly con-
figurable interfaces with zero copies/checks.
In this paper we argue that securing confidential I/O in-

terfaces requires to 1) carefully identify where the host/TEE
trust boundary should be located in the I/O stack, and to 2)
achieve a host/TEE interface that is safe by construction (as
opposed to relying on ad-hoc checks). We discuss alterna-
tive boundaries across the I/O stack (§2.4), based on which
we propose a ternary trust model between the confidential
application, the I/O stack, and the device (§3.1). To achieve
interfaces that are safe by construction, we advocate for
alternative interfaces: analyzing the hardening effort in pop-
ular paravirtualized drivers (§2.5), we hint that hardening
existing interfaces may not be the way to go for achieving
safe and fast confidential I/O. Focusing on networking, we
conclude providing design guidelines to achieve safe confi-
dential I/O and reach different performance, compatibility,
and confidentiality trade-offs (§3.2).

2 CHALLENGES OF CONFIDENTIAL I/O
INTERFACES

2.1 Trust Model
Confidential Workload. The confidential workload ( T in

Figure 1) is composed of an application (or part of it), and of a
confidential computing framework. The nature of the frame-
work depends on the type of TEE: in the case of enclaves,
the framework wraps interactions with the untrusted kernel
S and other parts of the application, while in the case of
confidential VMs, the framework is the trusted OS that runs
on top of the untrusted hypervisor S . All elements of T are
trusted in the general case, although, as we describe in §3,
more fine-grained trust relationships can be achieved with
compartmentalization. We aim to protect T ’s confidentiality
and integrity. We consider Denial of Service (DoS) out of
scope, as TEE mechanisms themselves do not support it. We
consider architectural side-channels [11, 24, 28, 60, 67] and
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Figure 1: Key components of confidential computing
architectures and confidential I/O boundary.

mechanism-related vulnerabilities [38, 45, 66] out of scope,
as mitigations are orthogonal to our aims.

Host Software. The host software S has a mutual distrust
relationship with T ; i.e., S does not trust T and T does
not trust S . In the general case, S includes an I/O stack and
drivers to interface with the host hardware H . In the case
of enclaves, S is an operating system, while in the case of
confidential VMs it is a hypervisor. The boundary between
T and S includes the confidential I/O interface.

Host Hardware. The host hardware H is distrusted by T
in the general case. It includes networking hardware, disks,
etc. In the case of direct device assignment, as we discuss in
§3.4, part of H may be trusted (or partly trusted) by T .

2.2 Ideal Confidential I/O Properties
Ideal: Interface Safety by Construction. Confidential

I/O designs must guarantee the confidentiality and integrity
of the confidential workload by construction. This means
designing with two main vulnerability vectors in mind:
• Interface vulnerabilities: the design of the I/O boundary
must avoid or at least minimize vulnerabilities triggered
through interface misuses [13, 33, 34, 61], leading to in-
formation leakage, data corruption, as well as temporal
violations [34], at the exposed protocol layers.

• Observability by the host: the design of the I/O bound-
ary must minimize the amount of non-architectural side-
channels exposed to the host (e.g., I/O metadata, ordering
and types of I/O calls), as these allow the host to infer
information about the TEE [3].
We develop on these two vectors in the following sections.

Unlike traditional I/O interfaces, the host is not trusted, mak-
ing it even more challenging to achieve high performance
and strong security properties.

Ideal: High Performance. Confidential I/O designs must
be capable of handling high throughput and low latencies.
For example, with networking this means saturating a link,
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i.e., tens of Gbit/s [17, 58]. For storage, this alsomeans through-
puts of 10+ Gbit/s [27].
Ideal: Independence from TEE Implementation. I/O

designs should be able to plug with the different scenarios
highlighted by §2.1. I/O services can be provided by an OS
kernel as well as by a hypervisor, leveraging a range of tech-
nologies (e.g., enclaves, confidential VMs).

Relaxed: Backwards Compatibility. Confidential work-
loads exhibit generally relaxed backwards compatibility re-
quirements. The cloud infrastructure can be adapted to cater
for safer confidential workloads: major cloud players are
members of the Confidential Computing Consortium [15].
This makes it reasonable to change the hypervisor, or even
push towards hardware changes. For application- and OS-
code, compatibility is generally desirable [12, 39] but reason-
able to trade-off for security and/or performance, ideally in
an iterative manner. There is general awareness that getting
the most out of TEEs cannot be achieved without changes
across the stack [50, 61], and the community has shown
willingness to perform these changes [49].

2.3 Confidential I/O: Divide and Rule
Given the previously-mentioned requirements, we propose
to divide the problem in two parts: 1) at what abstraction
level to place the I/O trust boundary between T and S , and
2) how to design the I/O interface at the selected level.

P1: Where to Position the I/O Trust Boundary? The
trust boundary between the host and the TEE can be placed
at various levels in the I/O stack. This influences the nature of
the data flowing through the interface. With networking, for
instance, data can be raw packets from the network, a TLS-
encrypted TCP flow, raw UDP packets, etc. For storage, it can
be filesystem operations, block I/Os, etc. Placing the trust
boundary at different levels will expose different trade-offs
influencing both interface vulnerabilities and observability:
important metrics impacted will be the size of the TCB in
the confidential domain (e.g., does it contain or not a large
TCP/IP stack or a filesystem [3]), as well as the complexity of
the driver (e.g., if we get rid of packet layers, we can shave off
sources of complexity like negotiation of MTU, who handles
the checksum, MAC address, etc.). Having control over the
overall design of the interface, we have the ability to choose
at what protocol level we want to position the trust boundary.

P2: How to Design the I/O Interface Itself? The design
of the I/O interface itself defines how data is exchanged over
the interface. Many I/O interface designs have been proposed
over the years; MMIO-exposed registers, ring buffers, indi-
rect descriptors, various approaches for zero-copy I/O, etc.
For example, different approaches may or may not share

pointers and/or indexes in safe manners, e.g., via different
numbers of indirection layers, resulting in more or less re-
silience to interface vulnerabilities [34]. Beyond this, differ-
ent approaches show different control/data path complexity,
resulting in varying degrees of statefulness and complexity
of error paths, all again impacting interface resilience [34].

We now go through these two problems in §2.4 (P1) and
2.5 (P2), highlighting limitations of previous works and mo-
tivating the research paths we propose in §3.

2.4 P1: I/O Trust Boundary Location
A range of approaches have been explored regarding P1. En-
clave approaches that perform networking via the system call
interface [5, 12, 49, 52] operate at OSI layer 5 (L5, TCP/UDP
flows), as exposed by the OS’s socket abstraction. However,
almost all high-performance approaches [20, 44, 55, 58] work
at layer 2 (L2), exchanging raw Ethernet packets, processed
by the TEE’s own I/O stack. Some works [17] also explore
tunneled approaches, encapsulating L2 packets into a TLS
tunnel from a safe network, to hide metadata from the confi-
dential unit’s untrusted host and network.
There are valid reasons for most works to focus on layer

2. First, high-performance approaches build on device pass-
through (enclaves), or high-performance paravirtualized de-
vices (confidential VMs), which both require raw Ethernet
packets. Second, operating at higher layers means that more
observability [3] is exposed to the host, such as the timings
of accept, or the socket configuration options. At layer 2,
the amount of observability is equivalent to what one could
obtain by simply observing the network.
On the other hand, there are also arguments to place the

boundary higher up at layer 5. Even though the network
subsystem (TCP/IP stack, drivers) has been hardened against
network threats over the years, it is ever-growing (about
+20% LoC per major version), and remains widely affected
by remotely-exploitable vulnerabilities (Figure 2). Placing it
within the confidential workload’s TCB is concerning and a
clear violation of the principle of least privilege. Assuming
a secure interface design (P2), if layer 2 is chosen for P1, it
is on the I/O stack that attackers will focus, and its compro-
mise will jeopardize the efforts deployed on securing the
I/O boundary. This also provides strong arguments towards
a confidential I/O boundary at layer 5, assuming suitable
performance can be achieved.

Both layers 2 and 5 are suitable to position the I/O bound-
ary, as the interfaces can be hardened. This is not the case of
layer 6, above TLS: although similar argumentation on vul-
nerability/size could be made for TLS, assuming an untrusted
TLS component negates the confidentiality of data and opens
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for numerous interface vulnerabilities, as the ordering and
integrity of payloads is not guaranteed anymore.
We focused here on networking for the sake of brevity,

but most observations also apply to storage that similarly
has high-level (e.g., filesystem operations) and low-level (e.g.,
block I/Os) components. Overall, there is no confidential
I/O stack approach that combines low TCB (e.g., layer 5
boundary), low observability (e.g., layer 2 boundary), and
high performance (rather bound to layer 2); we sketch an
approach that relies on a dual-boundary system in §3.

2.5 P2: Designing a Secure I/O Interface
P2 clearly sparks two alternative resolution approaches: hard-
ening existing I/O interfaces, or defining new ones.
Regarding hardening existing interfaces, we observe on-

going efforts on hardening paravirtualized device driver im-
plementations in Linux [43, 64]. These efforts aim to retrofit

mutual distrust into paravirtual I/O device drivers, while
remaining compliant to the standards (which were not de-
signed with distrust in mind). As we discuss here, this ap-
proach is fundamentally limited by the need for backwards
compatibility, and by the broad scoping of the standards,
ultimately impacting security and performance.
In order to understand the implications and benefits of

hardening existing drivers, and identify characteristics that
should be focused on in a from-scratch approach, we system-
atically record all ongoing hardening efforts performed on
the VirtIO [48] and NetVSC [62] Linux paravirtual device dri-
vers. We classify each (merged) commit according to the type
of change performed. We record 7 types of changes: adding
checks, adding initialization to memory, adding copies, pro-
tecting against races, restricting features, performing design
changes, or amending previous hardening commits. Figures 3
and 4 show the distribution of commits by category1.
We make four key observations. First, hardening is ex-

tremely error-prone. In the VirtIO case for example, over
40 commits, 12 either revert or amend previous hardening
changes, some of them never to be re-applied. Second, much
of this complexity is coming from the need to support legacy
compatibility features and implementation behaviors. In sev-
eral cases this need for backwards compatibility prevails,
causing the revert of hardening features. Third, the com-
plexity also stems from the large scope of the paravirtual
standards. For instance, VirtIO strives to accommodate both
paravirtual scenarios and hardware implementations all the
same. This results in increased complexity on the control
(or configuration) path, with extensive, stateful configura-
tion protocols that open for non-trivial timing and order-
ing vulnerabilities [34]. The VirtIO standard for example
supports at least two alternative virtqueue (data transport
mechanism) formats, each featuring unique hardening needs.
Finally, performance tends to suffer from the hardening more
than needed: this is due to disabling security features that
bring performance benefits (e.g., in NetVSC), or piggyback-
ing copies on the protocol when the latter wasn’t thought
with them in mind (SWIOTLB [36] in Linux, applied to Vir-
tIO and NetVSC, which copies systematically even in cases
where double fetch is impossible). This increased cost is hard
to avoid when retrofitting distrust within the frame of a
standard that does not mandate it.
Since they are structural and bound to the designs and

motivations of standards, these observations also apply to
unhardened driver implementations such as DPDK or SPDK,
both popular among enclaves [7, 44, 55, 58]. Other works also
explore from-scratch approaches [17], but none of them with
a focus on interface vulnerabilities; as a result, even these

1The raw data for Figures 2 to 4, along with relevant scripts, is available
open-source at https://github.com/hlef/cio-hotos23-data.
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are prone to similar observations. Overall, no existing stack
tackles interface vulnerabilities by design while maintaining
performance. There is a need for more research to come
up with principled I/O interfaces that, by conception, are
resilient against interface threats, which we sketch in §3.

3 MAKING CONFIDENTIAL I/O RIGHT
We propose a novel confidential I/O design that addresses
the limitations identified in the previous section. Different
I/O types may require different boundary design decisions,
thus for space reasons this section focuses on networking.
We discuss a generalization of our principles in §3.3.

3.1 P1: Plugging at the Right Interface Level
We identify two candidate layers to position the confiden-
tial I/O boundary: L2 (raw Ethernet packet) and L5 (TLS-
encrypted TCP flow). As discussed previously, both can rea-
sonably be hardened or designed with safety in mind, but
neither is ideal: L2 implies a large TCB (I/O stack) in the
confidential unit, and L5 results in richer observability by
the host, among others.
To address that issue, we propose a dual-boundary ap-

proach that yields the best of both worlds: we explore an API
design combining a strong boundary at L2, limiting observ-
ability, and a lightweight one at L5, excluding the I/O stack
from the core TCB. This results in a ternary/nested trust
model: the set of the I/O stack and the rest of the confidential
unit (including the confidential application) does not trust
the outside world (host), yet the I/O stack is not trusted by the
rest of the confidential unit either. The result is an approach
that combines 1) low observability, since a powerful attacker
on the host does not have access to more information than
it would by monitoring the network; with 2) a significantly
lower TCB, raising the bar to compromise the confidential
workload: compromising the I/O stack, whether through pro-
tocol or interface vulnerabilities, only results in increased
observability. The host must now mount multi-stage attacks
to compromise the confidential application. We represent
this intermediate area in Figure 5, alongside other solutions.

Many design approaches can be taken to enforce the dual
boundary. The I/O stack and the rest of the confidential unit
could run in two separate TEEs (e.g., two enclaves); however
such an additional heavyweight protection domain switch on
the I/O path would unnecessarily hurt latency by introduc-
ing a dual distrust boundary at L5 where only single distrust
is needed, as the I/O stack trusts the rest of the confidential
unit. Thus, a compartment-based approach [35, 41, 65] re-
lying on low-latency memory isolation techniques within
the TEE [25, 51, 52] is more appropriate. In this case, the L2
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boundary is a strong host-TEE boundary, and the L5 bound-
ary is a lightweight intra-TEE compartment boundary. Per-
formance is preserved, and security is enhanced compared
to an approach without protection at L5.

3.2 P2: Achieving Strong I/O Boundaries
Hardening L2. In order to achieve a host-TEE boundary at
L2 that is by conception resilient to interface vulnerabilities,
we propose a design based on five main principles:
• Stateless Interface: there are no dependency relationships
across and within data/control plane operations. This con-
siderably simplifies safety reasoning. This means, among
others, eliminating error paths whenever possible: in a
networked confidential workload for instance, failure to
bind() likely should be fatal.

• Copy as a first-class citizen. Copies are part of the proto-
col: they are performed early, but only when necessary,
and avoided when possible (e.g., when double fetches are
absent by design). This improves over legacy approaches
where the copy is typically piggybacked everywhere [36].

• No notifications: these introduce concurrency that is dif-
ficult to protect (Figure 4), and do not contribute to per-
formance under polling scenarios. When polling is not an
option, this must be relaxed; notification handlers are then
designed stateless, idempotent, and thread-safe.

• Zero (re-)negotiation: parameters like MAC address, MTU
size, or who calculates checksums are known at device
startup and can be fixed during deployment. This con-
tributes to a minimal control plane. This does not funda-
mentally preclude live migration, as devices can be hot-
swapped; nevertheless, migration without downtime [63]
remains difficult as it introduces statefulness in the proto-
col that is difficult to secure.

• Safe ring buffer & shared data area: by construction, point-
ers to the ring buffer and shared-data area must be pro-
tected via careful pointer/index masking [14]: the size of
shared memory areas and buffers along with their align-
ment is designed to make these operations efficient/possi-
ble (e.g., alignement at a power of two).
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Further, we explore avenues tomaintain high-performance.
• Explore data positioning. Several designs should be ex-
plored: inlining data on the ring buffer together with de-
scriptors, separately in sharedmemorywithmask-protected
pointers, or mask-protected indirect descriptors. If buffers
are stored separately, buffer freeing should be safe by con-
ception, e.g., via control messages, or with a host-TEE
shared memory allocator designed for distrust [40].

• Explore revocation. On the receiving side, we explore avoid-
ing copies safely by un-sharing pages with the host on the
fly; we explore when this becomes faster than copies, and
how to integrate it harmoniously in interface semantics.

Hardening L5.We design L5 to be resilient by design to
interface vulnerabilities based on the following principles:
• Avoid the need to verify pointers. Leverage the single dis-
trust to enforce a trusted component allocates policy [34]:
the application allocates directly in the I/O domain when
sending, and provides the buffer when receiving.

• A mandatory TLS layer guarantees data integrity and con-
fidentiality, notably against attempts to break TCP guar-
antees (e.g., replay attacks, out of order packets, etc.).
Here toowe explore a range of performance design choices:

• How can we achieve zero-copy send on the confidential side?
Here too, leverage the single distrust relationship between
the I/O stack and the confidential workload.

• On the receiving side we may need a copy at L5 if we do
not trust the I/O stack. Here too we propose to explore
revocation, as discussed for L2, to eliminate that copy.

3.3 Discussion: Beyond Networking
The two-boundary solution to P1 (§3.1) should map well
to other I/O boundaries that also have observability prob-
lems, e.g., storage [3]. Here, the first boundary would be at a
low-level interface, e.g., disk driver or block layer, and the
second one at a higher level such as file operations. Our ap-
proach to P2 (§3.2) at both layers should also transfer well
to other types of I/O. However, it is likely that it will not
always be possible to rewrite drivers at the lowest level (e.g,
GPU). In this case, rethinking the answer to P1 should be
considered: positioning the boundary just after the driver
by compartmentalizing it may be a valid solution as well.
Compartmentalizing is realistic: it has been advocated to
secure drivers for many years [10, 37, 42, 54] and recently it
is getting increasingly automated [31].

3.4 Discussion: Direct Device Assignment
Even though Direct Device Assignment (DDA) suffers from
the same problems, i.e., the device itself can be malicious, and
the communication channel between the TEE and the device
is exposed to a malicious host, the hardware community has

taken a different path in dealing with the problem: extending
PCIe, used to interconnect I/O devices, with support for
secure communication and device attestation. Given that the
TEE can attest the device, it can trust it/add it to its TCB.
Also, given that the communication channel between the
TEE and the attested device is encrypted/integrity-protected,
there is no need to harden drivers.
Specifically, the TEE Device Interface Security Protocol

describes an architecture for confidential communication
between TEEs and PCI-attached devices. Here, PCIe com-
munications are encrypted using IDE (Integrity & Data En-
cryption) and there is an attestation protocol between the
TEE and device according to SPDM [1] (Security Protocol
and Data Model). Different TEE implementations need to
implement those PCIe specs, e.g., Intel’s TDX [2], through a
combination of software and hardware mechanisms.
Despite the performance benefits of directly attached de-

vices, there are limitations in the granularity of partitioning
them; DDA is not a silver-bullet, especially with high over-
subscription, which paravirtual devices can tackle. Security-
wise, DDA is not perfect either: even trusted/attested de-
vices can be compromised (particularly as their complexity
is increasing [19]), and adding them to the trusted TCB is
a trade-off by itself. SR-IOV-specific attacks have also been
described in the past [8, 23, 53, 68, 69], although they are gen-
erally limited to availability threats [23, 53, 69] and covert
channels [8].

4 CONCLUSION
We highlighted the challenging and often ignored problem of
I/O interface safety for TEEs. Studying the hardening effort
in widely used systems by the open source community, we
show that hardening existing interfaces can only lead to a
dead end given the mismatch between the threat model in
confidential computing and the threat model in traditional
virtualization. Instead, we propose domain-specific interfaces
that are easier to harden, can offer both confidential and high-
performance I/O, and can be implemented through a ternary
trust model between the confidential application, the I/O
stack, and the paravirtual device.
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